We characterize the tails of the probability distribution functions for the solution of Burgers' equation with Gaussian initial data and its derivatives dkv(~,t)ldxk, k=0,1,2,... . The tails are "stretched exponentials" of the form
behavior of velocity spectrum and the order of differentiation, k. We also obtain an estimate on the range of B's over which the PDF tails are stretched exponentials in terms of the Reynolds number. Since the results are exact, they can be compared with other predictions. The first conclusion that emerges is that the shape of PDF tails is nonuniversal: it depends sensitively on the infrared scaling of the initial energy spectrum. The second is that the Burgers' velocity field itself has shorter-than-Gaussian tails (r>2) due to strong energy dissipation through shocks. The "fatness" of the PDF tails increases with the order of differentiation, as anticipated by previous studies and intermittency considerations. However, the PDF tails for derivatives are shorter than predicted by the mapping closure (r>l). The explanation for the discrepancy is the a priori assumption of Gaussian velocity statistics made in the mapping closure. Although such an assumption seems justifiable for incompressible turbulence, the Burgers' picture suggests that the velocity field for compressible turbulence may have shorter tails (i.e., extreme velocity values are rarer) due to the stronger dissipation of energy through microshocks. The mapping closure does not take into account the infrared scaling of the energy spectrum, which controls the statistics for rare events and hence of PDF tails. However, the estimates for the range of validity of the stretched exponentials leaves open the possibility that, in the case of veq small Reynolds numbers, there is an intermediate range, 1+0 <Re-', for which the mapping closure may be a good model for velocity PDF tails (see Sec. IV).
We consider solutions of the nondimensional viscous Burgers' equations, du(x,t) dv(x,t) 1 d2u(x,t) -+utx,tj 7=g dx2 7 dt (1)
being a a random stationary Gaussian field with mean zero and self-similar spectrum,
or with the "ultraviolet-regularized" spectrum,
The range of E in (3) corresponds to self-similar velocity potentials r&(x) = Jl$e(x')dx' satisfying the "coarseness" condition,
with Hurst exponent H=(l-~)/2, such that O<H< 1. The spectra in (4) correspond to regular (smooth) velocities with potentials satisfying (5) for Ix-y] %I, if -I<&+ 1, or to stationary potentials such that ([4&) 12)=const, (6) for E> 1. The critical value E= 1 corresponds to logarithmic growth of the potential mean-square differences."
Our results on the PDF tails are the following: if -1 <EC+ 1 (O<H<l) with initial spectra (3) or (4), then
for O%Max[(Re)-l,(Re)k], with (3 + e)k p= k+l , q=*+e,
and 3fE r= ET-i'
For 01 and spectra (4), the PDF tails are "stretched exponentials" of the form (7) with (10) and 4 r= G-i' (11) In the marginal case E= 1, we obtain a logarithmic correction to (7):
where p, q, and r are given in (10) and (11). We emphasize that these relations hold for fixed, finite Reynolds numbers Re." For all spectra considered here, the PDF tails for the velocity are shorter than Gaussian. Notice that Gaussian tails are obtained formally only in the limit e-i-1, which is the threshold at which the initial velocity ceases to be statistically homogeneous. The exponent for the velocity derivative, obtained by setting k= 1 in (9) and (ll), is r=Min [(3++ 2,2] . In particular, exponential tails (with exponent r = 1) are therefore never achieved for stationary processes. They correspond again to the limit e-t-1. Gaussian-type tails for the derivative (r=2) are obtained for stationary velocity potentials (~>l; H=O).
In the special case of delta-correlated or short-range correlated initial velocities (e=O or H = i), we obtain from (7), 
II. HOPF-COLE ANALYSIS
The forms of the PDF tails can be derived from simple considerations, involving the Hopf-Cole formula,9
If Real, it is well known that the Hopf-Cole formula can be analyzed by the method of steepest descent. The potential,
in (14) controls the shape of u(x,t). For each x, the main contribution to the right-hand side of (14) comes from the points y at which cP(x,y,t) achieves its minimum. Steep ramps, corresponding to shock precursors, are formed at spatial locations x, where the minimum is attained at two or more points. Large gradients of u develop only in the immediate neighborhood of a shock precursor. The strength of the shock is given by Sylt, where Sy is the distance separating the two minimizers of (15). Moreover, the width of the transition layer around such a shock is proportional to t W=Re- (16) Returning to the case of finite Reynolds numbers, we make the useful observation that a similar steepest descent argument can be made in a vicinity of a steep ramp, provided that the shock strength &y/t much larger than (Re)-'. This is done by rewriting Burgers' equation in scaled variables so that the velocity is of order unity in the vicinity of such a steep ramp. The resulting Hopf-Cole formula then exhibits a large "effective" Reynolds number of order Re Sy. If we assume without loss of generality that x=0, we obtain the asymptotic expression,
valid for Sy%(Re)-'t and for Ixl~t/~e Sy, where 5 is the center of the interval determined by the minima. This formula shows that the solution of Burgers' equation satisfies, to leading order, the scaling laws @elk, k=0,1,2 ,..., etc.
Since (17) holds for Sylt%(Re)-', we conclude the range of values of the velocity and its derivatives for which the statistics will be determined by such "shock precursors" is
The analysis of the PDF tails of the velocity and its derivatives in the range (19) reduces to estimating the tails of the distribution of the "shock strength" Sylt. This problem was studied rigorously by Avellaneda and Weinan12,13 for the case of white-noise initial data (e=O). In his forthcoming thesis, RyanI obtained rigorous estimates for the PDF tails of ~Yylt over the entire range of E, as well as a mathematical proof for the scaling argument presented here. The next paragraph contains the essence of this argument.
III. METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT AND THE PDF OF 6y/t
We claim that, in general, the PDF of Sylt satisfies the scaling relations if -l<e<l, (20) for L% 1. The characterization of the PDF tails for the velocity and its derivatives (7) follows from these asymptotic formulas and the scaling relations (18) derived in the previous section. However, it is important to observe that these asymptotics apply only for Sylt%l and hence, using (18), for (21) Together with (19), this condition gives the overall range of validity of the stretched exponentials in (7), namely,
Let us make explicit the scaling relations in (20). The probability that a given realization of the velocity potential ho= 4 occurs is proportional to exp[-%+)I, S(4)= i ,f 1zi2 &dq. (22) Here, S(4) is the classical action associated with the the Gaussian field, with energy spectrum E(q) given in (3) or (4). and z) denotes the Fourier transform of the derivative of the path 4."
The probability that Sylt>L for L%l is estimated by finding the minimum value of the action among all paths satisfying this condition. We shall estimate the minimum value of the action through upper and lower estimates.
A. Upper bounds
Observe that if Sylt> L, and (without loss of generality) the interval between the two minimizers contains the Lagrangian point p =O, the potential Q'(O,p,t)= -; + #%(Y), must be negative for some lyl>Lt/2, whence 40(y) = +/2t, for some lylbLt/2.
By a straightforward calculation (presented in the Appendix) we find that the minimum action over the set of all paths satisfying +=O and 4(y) = -y2/2t is exactly 4 Smin=G 1 8t S[sin2(qy/2)/~2q21E(q)dq ' (25) Notice that the denominator in this expression depends on y and behaves differently according to whether E< 1 or E> 1. Specifically, for y P 1,
if -l<K 1, whereas
if ~-1. Optimizing over lyl>Lt/2, we deduce the asymptotic upper bounds,
for L%l.
B. Lower bounds
We obtain lower bounds on the probability that Sylt 3 L by calculating the likelihood of a particular realization c#~o=$, such that the corresponding potential W(O,y,t) has two minima separated by a distance of at least Lt. For -1 <EC 1, we consider the piecewise linear path, 
Adding the term y2/2t to this function, we obtain a doublewell potential q(O,y , t) with minima at y =0 and y = Lt. The action of the path &y) in (29) is easily computed since
where H is the Heaviside function. Taking the Fourier transform, we obtain
In the case of pure power-law spectra, (3), we substitute (31) into ( 
Thus, the likelihood that @ has two minima separated by a distance Lt is at least of order exp[-Ct'+'L3+7. This completes the proof of the asymptotic relation (20) for spectra of the form (3). If ~<l but the spectrum has a high-wavenumber cutoff, we construct an appropriate trial function by smoothing out the piecewise linear function to avoid having an infinite action. This can be done, for instance, by convolving the path &y) with a Gaussian function (27rA)- '" exp[-y2/2A] with variance A larger than 2/q:. The Fourier transform of this smoother function is then [from (31)] &&L ' -;;;@*) e-Aq2/2.
( 33) It is clear that the use of the mollified version of (29) does not affect the double-well structure of @ for LtB 1. Furthermore, the asymptotic behavior of the action for LtSl is given by (32) to leading order. This completes the proof of (20) for -l<Kl. For values of the spectral parameter such that E> 1, a different "trial path" is required due to the nonintegrability of l/E(q) in (22) for small momenta. Accordingly, the derivative of admissible trial functions must vanish near q=O.
For l<K3, we consider realizations such that
Notice that the associated potential 4, has minima at y=O and y = Lt, with a deep well at the latter point. Due to the ultraviolet energy cutoff in the definition of S (4)), the piecewise linear function in (34) has infinite action. This is remedied, as before, by convolution with the Gaussian pulse with variance A > 2/q:, at the expense of a minor modification of Cp. An explicit calculation shows that the Fourier transform of this mollified function is z-"," &Lt-l)q (I ;;;t" e-Aq2/2,
which vanishes at q =0, together with its first derivative. The action corresponding to this path is
This integral converges at low momenta for 1<6<3. We conclude that, for E between 1 and 3, the probability that SyltZ=L is at least exp[-Ct2L4] for L%l, completing the proof of (20) for this range of E. The treatment of higher values of E is analogous. Given the higher order of divergence of l/E(q) as E increases, we must consider paths with Fourier transform vanishing to any order at q =O, and which give rise to a double-well potential Cp with minima separated by a distance Lt. These realizations can be constructed as piecewise linear functions of the form
where X+=0 if X<O and X+=X if X20. The function in (34) has this form with N=3, a,=-L*t/2, Cr,=L*t, cu,=-L*tl2, &=Lt-1, &=Lt, and &=Lt+l. In general, the function in (37) should have coefficients
for I< jc N with N large enough. This concludes the proof of the scaling relations in (20) for all E# 1. The critical case E= 1, which corresponds to logarithmic corrections (12), is left to the interested reader.
IV. DISCUSSION
The characterization of the PDF tails hinged on two observations: first, the extreme values of the velocity and its gradients (for @SRe-') arise from the steep ramps corresponding to shock precursors. This follows from the HopfCole formula. The second observation is that the statistics for the occurrence of extreme events for Gaussian processes can be calculated by minimizing the appropriate action, i.e., by the method of steepest descent in function space. This allows us to calculate the PDF tails of Sylt for SyltS 1, and thus the probability of extreme values of dkuldxk~( Sy/t)" "' .(Re) k. The range of validity of these asymptotics is Sylt%=(Re)-' and Sylt% 1, respectively, resulting in the following condition for the range of validity of the PDF tail (7) for the kth derivative:
It is interesting to discuss the overall shape of the PDFs in light of this estimate. Consider first the case of small Reynolds numbers (Reel). In this case, the tails of the distributions of u, duldx etc., will be stretched exponentials only for values of 19, such that @(Re)-'. If Re is very small, we expect a Gaussian-like velocity PDF for &(Re)- ', with linear viscous damping as the dominant effect. The transition to non-Gaussian tails described in this paper takes place only for &+l/Re.
If the Reynolds number is larger than unity, stretched exponential tails for dkuldxk will occur only for @+(Re)k. Notice that the velocity (k=O) will have a wide range 6% 1 for which stretched exponential scaling will be observable. This range is effectively independent of Re for Re large. In contrast, the range of validity of exponential tails for derivatives is restricted to larger values of 19 as the order of differentiation increases. Thus, there is an intermediate range of values of 19, given by (Re)-1<6%(Re)k, for which the statistics are not covered by the above asymptotic analysis. If ReSl, this range will encompass most of the observable 0 values. In this range, condition (19) is satisfied, and thus shock precursors dominate viscous damping, but 8 is not sufficiently large to guarantee that the stretched exponential law for 6ylt in (20) holds. For this range of 0, we do not expect the PDF tails to correspond either to the stretched exponentials in (7) Fig. 2(b) in Ref. 5 is consistent with a faster-than-exponential fall-off as 0 increases. Finally, we note that the method of this paper can also be applied to study the PDF tails for two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D Burger's equations with random, irrotational initial data. The problem is therefore to minimize a quadratic form S(4) in (Al), subject to the linear constraint in (A3). This can be cast as a minimization problem with (real) Lagrange multiplier X for the functional ;~6ii?~*&-pQ++&?$$h. 644)
The first-order optimality condition for this problem yields l-0 -iqy-1 E(q) &4)+x. -2Tiq -=o.
645)
The value of the multiplier is determined by substituting this last equation into (A3 
